A SIX-DAY online workshop on
“MOOCs, Online Courses and Open Educational Resources”
14th February to 19th February 2022

PREAMBLE: The introduction of new technologies and electronic gadgets has played an important role in transforming the education sector in numerous ways. When education is coupled with technology, students and teachers find it more interesting because sharing of knowledge becomes more engaging easier and hassle free. The Covid 19 pandemic has changed everything and the Open Educational Resources (OER) and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) has become an integral part of the teaching and learning processes. Its right time to take advantage of digital wave to further improve our education system as it provides unique solution to reach every deserving candidate in any part of the country and reap the benefit of demographic dividend. In view of this UGC HRDC, PRSU, Raipur is conducting an online workshop on “MOOCs, Online Courses and Open Educational Resources” for College and University teachers during 14-19 February, 2022 between 10:30 to 17:30 hrs.

ABOUT THE COURSE : The online workshop is mainly aimed to explore the knowledge on various online tools, Open Source Software, Open Educational Resources and other digital tools fostering active learning environment. It will provide the detailed information about the GOI Digital Initiatives in Higher Education. This workshop will address various issues relating to planning, developing, delivering and managing online courses in the context of higher education institutions. The participants will learn the classroom management strategies through Technology Enabled Teaching. The faculty members will be enabled to adaptation assessment strategies in teaching and also learn the Learning Management System.

ELIGIBILITY, TARGET GROUP AND DURATION
Faculty members working in universities and colleges from all disciplines that are included under section 2(f) of the UGC Act, even though they may not yet be fit under Section 12 (B) may participate. The teachers of colleges that do not yet come within the purview of Section 2(f), but have been affiliated to a university for at least five years, may also participate in the Workshop.

PRE-REQUISITES: The teacher participating in the course must have
- Proficiency in MS Office and basic internet knowledge
- Desktop/Laptops with good internet connectivity
- Webcam, Microphone, headphones with Multimedia enabled

REGISTRATION FEE PARTICULARS: The Registration fee for the course is Rs. 1000/- (Rupees One thousand Only) (non-refundable/non-transferable) to be paid online in Director ASC Bank Account number 30644376182; IFSC code: SBIN0003739 State Bank of India, Ravishankar University Branch, Raipur. For any assistance regarding payment please contact Dr. Arvind Agrawal on 9754233057 or Dr. Brijendra Pandey 9827159831

HOW TO APPLY: The Faculty members desirous to participate in the program are requested to register their details at given link: https://forms.gle/tud3etpdXnBGBzTS7 on or before 31st January 2022 upto 11am.

SELECTION CRITERION: Selection will be based on first-come-first-serve basis to a maximum number of 40. The list of selected participants will be intimated through E-mail.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
- Submission of Registration form is mandatory
- Further details regarding the Online Workshop will be conveyed on registered Email ID of the selected Candidates.
- Certificate of participation will be given after the successful completion of the course by the participant.

CONTACT:
moocprsu@gmail.com, hrdcprsu@gmail.com

Key contact Persons
- Dr. Shailendra Saraf, Director, HRDC (hrdcdprsu@gmail.com)
- Dr. Sanjay Tiwari, Workshop Coordinator (6424225771)
- Dr. Arvind Agrawal, Assistant Professor, HRDC (9754233057)
- Dr. Brijendra Pandey, Assistant Professor, HRDC (6827159831)